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From the Chair
Usually the Summer Newsletter is accompanied with an invitation to renew membership, the
Green Book and a Day Trips application form. However, this year, as with many other things in
our lives, there is change. A draft Green Book has been produced, but we are unable to book
venues and some private venues may no longer be appropriate. The committee has therefore
decided to delay distribution of the Green Book and to extend your current WAU3A membership
until the situation becomes clearer. Although Group Leaders have kindly sent in details of their
groups for 2020/2021, we will need to confirm the situation hasn’t changed for a variety of
reasons. Some may wish to use a venue with more space if social distancing is required, or to
operate via video conferencing for a while. The social activities enjoyed by many members, such
as theatre visits and day trips, also cannot be organised at present.
From July, we usually encourage members to renew online to reduce the work of our Membership
Secretary. The web site has been updated to temporarily remove this option. When we are able
to restart, online renewal will be particularly important, and we plan to offer an additional
payment method for those not wishing to use PayPal.
New members wishing to join WAU3A are being recorded by our Membership Secretary and will
be contacted with an application form and Green Book when available.
Earlier this year, the committee agreed there would be no change to fees for 2020/2021.
However, expenses have been less than was forecast. When we understand how and when
WAU3A can recommence activities, our Treasurer will take another look at the numbers and your
invitation to renew will reflect any change to fees.
We recently asked Group Leaders if and how they were communicating with their groups during
lockdown. I was delighted to discover that so many groups have been able to find a way of
continuing. News of a number of groups are included in this newsletter.
WAU3A Facebook has provided a useful medium for those that wish to communicate in this way.
There have been some excellent examples of members contributions including quizzes,
information and musical offerings.
The committee has been holding Zoom meetings during lockdown; minutes of these discussions
can be found on the website. Instead of having our usual agenda, we have been focussing on
the most significant issues. Reports provided by members of the committee are included within
the documents so that a record of activities is not lost.
It seems that this article is littered with ‘more information later’. Unfortunately that is all we can
do at present. We are fortunate to live in an area that has avoided the worst of Covid-19, so
have much to be grateful for.

Kath Street
chairman@wokingareau3a.co.uk.

MOTO via Zoom…….
MOTO’s committee recognised that the confinement at home caused by Covid-19 could have
adverse effects on MOTO’s members. We knew many of them depended on the opportunities for
socialising and friendship from our varied program of events. We had to do something when this
lifeline was removed from people living alone or whose partners were too incapacitated to
socialise.
We turned to communication technology for keeping regularly in touch with all our members.
Since the lockdown the indefatigable Maureen Thomas has emailed our membership of over 100
people every single day with the ‘MOTO News’. This has provided an endless supply of jokes,
funny videos and inspirational quotations and poems, and puzzles. Roger Lewis has provided
tantalising quizzes to keep our brain cells whirring. Poetry and Limerick competitions were set.
Many MOTO members responded to a plea in ‘MOTO News’ to volunteer their sewing skills and
are making ‘scrubs’, bags and hats for the NHS and local care homes. Members have also started
sharing ‘stay home’ recipes using ingredients from their freezers and store cupboards.
Every day Maureen has received emails from readers of ‘MOTO News’ expressing their thanks
and appreciation, as well as contributions like jokes, poems and video clips.
We have held a weekly afternoon tea meeting using Zoom, a web-based video conferencing
system which allows users to meet face to face online. Our first one was initiated and hosted by
Anne Leggett on 24 March. After a few teething
troubles we got into the swing of using it and have
been meeting up every Tuesday afternoon. Up to
16 people have regularly appeared on screen for
a lively discussion on a range of topics chosen by
a MOTO host who changed weekly.
People have really enjoyed the opportunity to
meet up regularly in this way and learning how to
Zoom and getting to know each other. Not
surprisingly discussion has focused on how we
were coping with the lockdown and its positive
and negative aspects. We have also considered
the extent to which everyone’s lives would change
in the future and how much more lockdown the
over 70s could endure. We have shared tips such as sourcing home deliveries for fresh
vegetables and finding that scarce commodity, flour.
We heard how people have resurrected old skills of ‘make do and mend’ in use after World War
II and one member had become his own barber. YouTube was cited as an invaluable resource
for ‘how to do’ videos on every subject under the sun, as well as an endless supply of free
entertainment.
A common observation was how people were enjoying more contact than ever before with their
families and friends by using WhatsApp, FaceTime and Zoom, and some had developed closer
relationships with their neighbours. Those with chest conditions were feeling a lot better because
of less pollution in the atmosphere.
At the time of writing we cannot be sure whether the Government will continue the lockdown for
the over 70s and those with health conditions which make them particularly vulnerable. But as
soon as it is lifted the MOTO Committee will be reinstating its program of social activities at the
first opportunity. Meanwhile the weekly emailing of ‘MOTO News’ and Zoom meetings will be
continued.
Anne Hedges

Music Appreciation Group
Back in the BC era, the thirty or so members of the Music Appreciation group met monthly,
listened to music, discussed what they had heard and socialised during the coffee break. With
the total clampdown on these activities, how should the group respond? Virtual meetings on
Zoom, with the need to blend in the music, were perhaps over-ambitious. A regular Newsletter
sent out by e-mail seemed a more workable immediate possibility.
Accordingly, I phoned members to obtain e-mail addresses, on the understanding, ever mindful
of GDPR, that these would be securely held and used only on a bcc: basis. Nearly all members
had e-mail and all who had readily agreed to take part.
As with other lockdown-driven increases in relationships, we have actually been in greater
contact than previously! Whereas we met monthly, the e-mailed Newsletters are going out at
roughly weekly intervals. Members have sent suggestions and material to me; I have packaged
these contributions into a Newsletter and sent this out to members.
The content has comprised links to specific pieces, short videos, quizzes, and articles. Some of
the videos have been quite amusing; my favourite is one where a single cellist is joined by three
others who play Ravel’s Bolero on the same cello, with their bows criss-crossing.
Recommendations for listening have often been accompanied by notes about the composer
and/or technical features of the music. There have been some purely technical articles.
From comments received, members have appreciated the initiative. It meets some of our
objectives – members can be introduced to less familiar pieces and technical information can be
disseminated at least as well as at our normal sessions. The main disadvantage is that it is not
interactive. A Zoom arrangement would help us to keep socially connected but would be for a
limited session length and technically challenging.
We can look into possible changes and improvements during the break, as I have a nasty feeling
that the ‘new normal’ might be with us for a little while.
People, Politics & Society and Zoom Meetings

Tom Allen

PPS is a discussion group with 30-plus members. The group meetings generally have a
presentation either by an invited speaker or by one of the members. Comments can be made
at any time and no comment is off limits – the group thrives on acceptance of other views even
if they are not their own. Zoom was suggested as a means of keeping the group in touch with
each other during lockdown. Initially sceptical, I nonetheless downloaded the Zoom app for the
next meeting.
The discussion for June was China, which began with a presentation by the group leader, followed
by individual comments by those taking part. Those of us who had already sent comments to
the GL were asked to talk about our views, with others adding their comments. Zoom meetings
do not easily allow for the free to and fro of discussion that takes place in face-to-face meetings,
but everyone was able to make their points of view known. Comments could be made at any
time, although sometimes we found ourselves talking over each other. At the end of the meeting,
asked if we would do it again, all agreed unhesitatingly that we would.
And this is the point really, every one of us in PPS enjoy discussions on a wide variety of subjects
and in the light of the lockdown, zoom is one way of keeping the conversation going, even though
it may not be as nuanced as in face-to-face meetings. It works well as a substitute for a meeting,
if we are not able to have one, and I can see that Zoom would be a good way for a presentation
from a speaker who was not able to get to a meeting.
It is still in doubt whether we will be able to meet in September and if we are not, then I would
be very happy to take part in another Zoom meeting. Certainly, I would urge as many others
of our group as possible to download the Zoom app – which was very easy to do - and to join in
the discussions so that we can have as wide a range of opinions as possible.
Jenny Mugridge

Lockdown Art Appreciation Meetings
Art Appreciation is run by a committee and we were truly fortunate that when the lockdown
came in March, one of our committee members, Harry Wickens, had the skills to set up a private
website for our group. It contains two Pictures of the Month – we usually start our monthly
meetings with the picture from the National Gallery, so we continue this tradition. We have
enhanced the offering with another picture chosen by one of our committee members.
But the heart of the website is a page full of links to the vast array of art material that is available
through the web – here they are all in the one place, so easy to access and find, and such a big
advantage to have them all in one place. Additionally, one member, Geoff Hutchings, updates
weekly, forthcoming TV arts programs using the broadest definition, so includes theatre
screenings as well as art specific programs etc.
We have also shared the link to a daily
International Art Newsletter which gives updates
on what is happening in the art world. It is an
American publication but gives good cover to
items in the UK.

May’s Picture of the Month from
the National Gallery - Van Gogh,
'A Wheatfield, with Cypresses'
1905

Once a month, on the day of our normal
meeting, a newsletter is sent out, letting
members know what is new on the website and
other news. Committee members, on a rota,
also contact the two members without email to
check they are fine and to let them know about
the new items.
We have planned to run and update the website
until the end of August – for if we are still at
home, we will need diversions.

At the beginning of the lockdown, many of the committee of 15 had a Zoom meeting to plan the
summer term, website and set up the contact rota for those members without email. This was
effective and was well contained within the 40 minutes of a Zoom session. If we are unable to
have a committee meeting this summer, we will Zoom again to plan the autumn term’s
programme.
Sheila Gibson
U3A Latin Intermediate Group in Lockdown
Since lockdown and after some discussion about ways of communicating, our group of six, plus
me their group leader, have been meeting fortnightly on Zoom. Initially we met for a chat and
to see if we could all use Zoom and since then I have held three, two-hour sessions on a
fortnightly basis. (We break for coffee but miss Dieter's delicious chocolate he sometimes brings
for us!)
This has worked very well and with a smallish group, everyone can have their say. We have
continued much as before as in our normal live sessions, working through and discussing various
passages of Latin (e.g. Pliny's account of the Eruption of Vesuvius in A.D.79),some poems of
Catullus and Horace prepared in advance by the group as well as some lighter interludes of
translating "We'll meet again" into Latin, just to be topical.
Next up will be translating some graffiti from Pompeii! The group’s most recent task has been to
translate into Latin some of the slogans and advice we’ve been receiving since lockdown and
before.

Wash your hands frequently

Lavate manus constanter

It's been good to meet up this way as some of the group are ‘confined to barracks’ so it's a
chance to keep in touch, hear of everyone's experiences during lockdown and of course keep up
the group's Latin.
We do hope we’ll meet again “some sunny day”.
Caroline Bowden
Using Zoom for a Lip-reading Class
All U3A activities are different. Some are very practical like art and exercise. Many are based on
talks underpinned by PowerPoint presentations. Some are interactive like discussion groups. The
group I lead is about Lip Reading. It is not just a matter of gaining knowledge it is also about
learning a skill. Participants need to be able to see the teacher’s lips. They need to be close enough
to tell the difference between lip-shapes when different sounds are being articulated. It is said that
one to two metres distance is about right distance for lip reading.
In class I find that people tend to want to sit some distance back. Some even want to sit in the back
row. But for the hard of hearing person there is a need to hear as much as possible of what is being
taught and to hear less of the background noise that classrooms create. So they need to sit in the
front row – My class is for hard of hearing people - so they all need to sit in the front row. With the
current pandemic there is another need – they should all sit two metres apart from each other and
they should also be at least two metres from the teacher. Two incompatible conditions.
The covid-19 situation has now prevented us from meeting for the present and, in order to continue
the lip-reading course, I have been forced to switch over to the Zoom conferencing system.
The one important matter that I realised was the desirability of segregating the learning activities
into those where the presence of the teacher is necessary and those activities when the presence of
the teacher is not-so necessary.
Looking at my course material I could see that these were intermixed – Quite a lot of what I do
involves interacting with the students – there is a to and fro of thoughts and ideas etc. But there
are some parts when students do puzzles and other things when they are essentially doing their
own thing – and other activities in which they interact with each other – the teacher not being
involved.
So, my first task was to re-arrange all my teaching activities into on-line and off-line activities.
Having rearranged some of the material I was ready to start to try out the Zoom system. I took the
opportunity to observe the Zoom activities of a couple of different groups to get a feel of what is
possible and to discover how I might be able to teach lip-reading using it.
In a lip-reading class the participants need to have a clear view of the teacher and particularly the
lip movements. - From what I could see, scanning over the images of the other participants in other
U3A Zoom meetings, some were better than others – very few were as clear as I would need.
Sound wasn’t too bad – Zoom is able to know who is
speaking and shows their image as they speak – very useful
for the lip reader!
Zoom is able to display not just the speaker’s face but also,
by screen sharing, an image of anything displayed on their
computer screen. This is quite useful because in a lipreading class it is often desirable for students to have a clear
view both of the teacher’s face and also some reference text
at the same time.
So the teacher is able to send these two elements to the students via Zoom but does not have
complete control over how things are arranged on the students’ devices. Instead each student has

the facility to resize and rearrange them on their own device. How well this will work out in future
lessons has yet to be seen.
My first impression is that Zoom meetings are a great idea. I plan to keep on using them even when
eventually, the pandemic is over.
Tony Edens

Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine.
The grass may be greener on the other side but at least you don't have to mow it.

How do you say ‘Zoom’ in French?
Since the beginning of the lockdown, a group of seven or eight people from the French – Let’s
Talk Group have been meeting up online using the Zoom system. This is relatively easy to use
and the main initial problems were related to ensuring people had the right settings enabled and
the appropriate hardware available. Various people helped each other to ensure that as many
as possible could access the meetings. Some members did not have appropriate hardware and
did not want to try to buy and set up something new during lockdown when limited help was
available, so have not joined in.
There was also some initial concern about security but Zoom is being widely used by the
Government and by Commerce and the Zoom Company has been proactive in communicating
with users, reassuring them and updating the software.
Those of us who have used Zoom have found it a good way of talking to each other using French.
The format of the Group is for each person to prepare a short talk on a subject beginning with a
specific letter (or else something of interest that
has happened recently) which will then, hopefully,
generate some discussion. With some aid from
her ‘Assistant’ (you have to imagine the French
accent), aka Kevin, Elizabeth Wallace showed us
some interesting photos of Ireland and some
stately homes that they had visited. We have had
some thought-provoking discussions ranging from
the architect, Eiffel, to visits to Australia and
France.
If anyone is interested in using Zoom for their
group, please contact me via talkfrench@wokingareau3a.co.uk or give me a call on 01932
851055. PS: It’s ‘Zoom’ in French too!
Judith Ratcliffe
Digital Photography - Camera Club
Now that we are not able to meet face to face as groups at the moment, some groups have been
using Zoom for virtual meetings. I have been using this successfully for the Digital Photography
Group. Not all members are keen, but we have a strong core who are, so we have been regularly
sharing ideas and photos.
The first Zoom meeting was a learning curve, we had a few problems but sorted these out and
have found it useful to have a mobile phone handy in case anyone has difficulty joining the
meeting. We use WhatsApp for this and can communicate quickly to resolve any problems people
have joining the meeting. People have different computers, systems and software but we have

overcome these difficulties, and by the second meeting had few problems as members were able
to advise one another on how to get around some of the issues we encountered.
Our first Zoom meeting was to try out Zoom and overcome any difficulties participants might
have, also to decide what we wanted to do. Zoom is user friendly and each participant appearing
in a gallery on the computer screen so you can see who is talking. Zoom has a whiteboard feature
which enables us to show our photos to each other. We decide on a project or subject for our
next meeting. The first project was photographs on the following themes - 'in Your
House/Garden', 'Abstract' and 'On Your Walks'. We show about eight photos each and talk round
them - how and why we took them, any special techniques etc. Members also ask questions as
we go. Other projects include 'Winter' where we trawled through our old photos, as we thought
a week wasn't long enough to complete a project.
We are allowing two weeks for our next project which is 'Evening'. We could use Zoom for
presentations and display slides on the whiteboard feature in the same way we do photographs.
We have also agreed to judge a MOTO photography competition. Entries will be sent to us and
we will use Zoom to look at them and give feedback to participants.
Cathy Wooden

MEMBERS’ CORNER….
Letters to the Editor….
From the Editor’s Desk….
Do send any thoughts, comments, or suggestions in to our Letters Page - after all it is your
Newsletter.
Dear Editor
I really enjoy your Newsletter. It is interesting, colourful, well-laid out and some of the jokes or sayings
that fill the odd space, are really good. A most enjoyable read.
I do, however, find it almost impossible from the photos to identify members in groups, even with a good
magnifying glass. Photographs certainly make the Newsletter come alive and I appreciate space is at a
premium but when printed become unrecognisable when they are so small. The superb Photo Gallery
from the Camera Club is excellent.
(Vera Wall)

[ Thank you for your kind comments…. By accessing our WAU3A website (www.wokingareau3a.co.uk) and viewing
the Newsletter, will enable photographs to be seen a lot more clearly – Ed]

The PC Clinic is still here and working despite
Covid-19!
You are not alone, we can help…. not face to
face at the present time but by phone or
connecting directly to your computer in a
secure manner, of course, using TeamViewer.
Contact either of the two John’s on;
John Washington 01276 857722
John Pettifer 01276 451238
Email: pcclinic@wokingareau3a.co.uk

Monthly Meetings
Prior to lockdown, we had decided to relocate the
monthly meeting to St Andrew’s Worship Area,
Goldsworth Park from September.
The new venue can accommodate 220 members, has
a good hearing loop system and amplifying system.
In addition to car parking, the building is within
walking distance of many of our members living on
Goldsworth Park and has a good bus service.
If members wish to enjoy tea and coffee with their
chats after the meeting, we need volunteers to help
serve. The good news is that there will be no need
for washing up!

If you have some time to spare during the lockdown, take a moment to go to www.u3a.org.uk ,
the national U3A's website.
There you will find a film about life in lockdown, a maths challenge, a diary of members along
with a wealth of great ideas and the latest ideas and suggestions to help you keep active, keep
connected and keep learning.
In what may be a precursor for so many of us, the AGM of the national U3A has been rescheduled
and will be shown remotely through Zoom.

An Ode to Spring?......
We cannot meet just now in person
Cos, if we do, then things will worsen.
Nor can it ever be desirous
To introduce that word, the VIRUS.
In contrast there are many joys:
Now, life is quieter, far less noise
From ever-urgent passing traffic,
Fraught motorists with language graphic.
Is it bird song that we hear?
A robin, chaffinch, loud & clear.
The cherry blossom caused a gasp
And just below it, within grasp
A joyous spread of wildflowers
Made plentiful by earlier showers.
Dandelions seem extra bright
And mini violets bring delight.
In our gardens nature blooms
Defying life’s predicted gloom.
We now have time to tend our plot,
No longer just a weed-filled spot.
Despite this life so full of care,
We NOW have time to stand and stare.

When on cooking we are bent,
We can bake to heart’s content Food to satisfy each whim,
Fill our stomachs to the brim.
Our minds march forward, brains alert.
We’re well informed, we don’t desert
Our ever active U3A
Who through grim times have found a way
To make the best of this new world.
New ways of coping have unfurled.
We can walk in ones & twos,
Get food ordered if we choose,
Or queue while standing well apart.
No need to worry if we fart.
Many groups have stayed quite active WhatsApp and Zoom are both attractive Or phone and email - thus we thrive
Until at last there will arrive
A slow return to “Good Old Days “.
In the meantime, patience pays.
The U3A has kept us sane
Through sunshine, showers, wind and rain.
Wendy Sturgess

U3A Resource Centre
The National U3A website - https://u3a.org.uk has a Resource Centre which provide a facility
to borrow DVDs and CDs, online sources and contacts for advice on specific subjects.
THE VIRTUAL UNIVERSITY OF THE THIRD AGE (vU3A) is based on the premise
that eventually we will all reach the stage where physical problems mean that we are
unable to attend meetings and may become lonely and isolated. Our activities take
place on a private member-only wiki for a subscription of £12 a year. We also have a
public website https://www.vu3a.org where you can get details of how it all works and sign up
for our free newsletter. We are a world-wide organisation with third-agers from France, Canada
and Australia, and at the same time we are the only virtual U3A affiliated to the UK-wide Third
Age Trust.

Issue No: 233 (June 2020) from the WorldU3A Service and the U3A Forum
A Monthly Newsletter sent by email, on the first day of every month, to U3A members and
kindred groups anywhere in the world.
Contents include...
• U3A Forum – A Zoom Dialogue across Generations.
• AIUTA news – multi-lingual Zoom meetings
• Worldwide – U3A Communities Online
• Online Learning – Free Courses
• Nigeria – U3A/SGA Webinar
• Europe/Slovenia – Active Ageing Networks
• U3A ASIA POST - Newsletter
Do you wish to receive their Newsletter in future? If so email tom@worldu3a.org with a request
and you will be put on the list.

SPOTLIGHT on the Committee…..
Cathy Wooden joined the Committee as Groups Secretary in November
2012. Her role includes liaising with Group Leaders, organising and
chairing the Group Leader meetings twice a year, creating the annual
Green Book, maintaining the Group Leader guidelines and keeping in
contact with Group Leaders re significant issues.
Group Leaders may be wondering why Cathy asks for Green Book
information so early in the year. In addition to the volume of work
required for the production of the Green Book, and passing on the
requests for venues to Sue McBirnie, our Venues Secretary, Cathy has
a hobby that means she is not generally available for the month of June
as she has a narrow boat which she enjoys taking on a trip to various
locations most summers. Cathy also has another spare-time role, for
a number of years she has been Treasurer of Byfleet Boat Club Limited.

Cathy works with Sheila Gibson to create the Green Book which takes up a significant amount of
time. She sends requests to existing and new Group Leaders asking them to provide a short
paragraph describing their group that can be included in the Green Book and a calendar asking for
the Group Leaders to add the dates they wish to run their groups, possible locations and details of
any technology equipment they may need. After several versions, she sends the draft Green Book
to the committee for their comments and proof reading.
When a member agrees to run a group and become a new Group Leader, Cathy is the person who
provides them with information about the role of the Group Leader described in the Group Leader
Guidelines, discusses the nature of the group and reports to the committee to ensure the group is
acceptable within our constitution. Cathy then passes the information to Sue to organise
appropriate venues.
In order to publicise a new group or to assess the likely interest from the membership, Cathy
provides information about the new group to Siobhan Redman to include in the PowerPoint
presentation displayed at the Monthly Meetings. Cathy also sends information to John our
Newsletter Editor to include in the next version of the newsletter.
Cathy generally liaises with Group Leaders via emails which is obviously the most efficient
approach, but some prefer paper copies which Cathy provides.
In addition to her role as Groups Secretary, Cathy has been the Group Leader for a number of
Digital Camera Groups since 2010, including Beginners, Intermediate and now Camera Club.

There was a young lady named Kay
Who joined our renowned U3A.
Soon she started a group
Called The Belly Dance Troup.....
Watch, on Britain’s got Talent, this May
….or June, July….

Daytrips Update May 2020
At the time of writing this article, the whole country is still in a state of lockdown, which means
the Daytrips Team have been unable to plan any trips for the foreseeable future.
The visit to Chatham Dockyard was cancelled and all money refunded. The trip to the BMW
Mini Works at Cowley cannot go ahead (the works are closed) and our day out to Margate has
been cancelled, as we do not have enough applicants for these outings to be viable understandably, but they were organised and sent to press before the virus hit us. All
applications have now been returned. We hope to try again for these trips next year, so watch
this space. We have not been able to plan any visits for Sept – Dec 2020 because of the Covid19 shut-down.
We run on a very tight budget, trying to keep costs down, but we always need at least 50
members to join us. As a charity, the U3A cannot make a profit, and we cannot afford to lose
money on any visit either.
We try to choose a variety of places, not visited by other groups, within two and a half hours

‘travelling time’. Our team are always open to recommendations from members for places
suitable to visit, so please let us know if you find somewhere, when we can go out to play
again!
Our application forms require quite a lot of information to keep us well-insured, safe and with
good communications, so, please, read them carefully and send us everything required for a
smooth, trouble-free visit.
Meanwhile, to keep you interested, below is a Wordsearch of places we have visited in the last
few years. Find all 17 words in the grid. Words may be hidden horizontally, vertically,
diagonally and, either forwards or backwards.
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Bletchley Park
Bombay Gin
Bournemouth
Chapledown
Eltham Palace
Great Dixter
Highclere Castle
Kew
Lullingstone
Parliament
Poole
Salisbury
Sandwich
Sezincote
Singleton
Supreme Court
The Globe

MEMBERSHIP!
Besides enjoying the many benefits of
membership of Woking Area U3A, do you take
advantage of being a member of the wider
community of the U3A national body - Third Age
Trust? This is the national representative body
for U3As in the UK. They provide support for all
local U3As and have also negotiated some special
deals for all members.

We would like to continue to include a
members’ page in future editions of the
Newsletter, but we can only do so if you send
us your comments and suggestions.

Remember, this is your Newsletter, so
please take a little time and let us know what’s
on your mind

For instance:
Discounted
Entrance
Charges
to
some
Exhibitions, Art Galleries and Museums – You
can use your U3A Membership Card to obtain a
Student Discount on Entrance Fees - if the Senior
Citizen Concession does not apply. The Student
Discount is also sometimes greater! They may look
a bit surprised that you are a Student but it is
worth asking – you may even get in for half-price!

SUDOKU Corner – Hard (007)

Note: The FREE Legal Advice Help Line – This
is no longer available for use as Third Age Trust
has decided not to subscribe to the service any
longer.
For more information about the service and
resources provided by the Third Age Trust, visit
their website: www.u3a.org.uk

WHO TO CONTACT
Membership: 01483 476350
membership@wokingareau3a.co.uk
To join or leave a group: contact the leader of
that group as indicated in the latest GREEN
BOOK, distributed annually to all members,
and information updated on the website.
www.wokingareau3a.co.uk
To go on a waiting list: if the desired group is
full then contact the Group Leader, their
details are in the GREEN BOOK.
To enquire about starting a new group,
contact Groups Secretary: Cathy Wooden,
07984 453248
groupsec@wokingareau3a.co.uk

Should you wish or NOT wish to receive future
copies of the printed version of the Newsletter
(you will still be able to view it on our website),
then please contact our Membership Secretary
on:
01483 476350
membership@wokingareau3a.co.uk
Send comments/contributions for next
Newsletter to
editor@wokingareau3a.co.uk
By 14th Nov 2020
This edition compiled by John Pettifer
Printed by: Knaphill Print Co Ltd, Woking, Sy, GU21 2EG
E: studio@knaphillprint.com T: 01483 474900

